ISSUE 200
share Simon Phipps’ analysis of
open source news, discover Linux
gaming, understand changes and
trends in Linux distros, and find
thoughtful software reviews.
If you love Linux and open source
software and communities, you’ll
love Linux Voice, and you won’t
want to miss the opportunity to
browse this comprehensive DVD
of issues 1 through 32.
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LINUX VOICE ARCHIVE: ALL 32 ISSUES!

introduced you to the very best that
Free Software has to offer. Now all
that knowledge is available in a
single, searchable DVD archive.
The Linux Voice Archive includes
EPUBs and PDFs of every issue
published, so you can catch up on
all the news, reviews, and tutorials
you missed on the newsstand. You’ll
receive a deeper understanding of
Linux and FOSS on the FAQs pages,

“Passionate communities deserve passionate magazines!”
If you love Linux and open source software, you’ll love Linux Voice!

LINUX MAGAZINE

3,400 pages of Linux and Open
Source love!
In the beginning, the founders of Linux
Voice – Graham Morrison, Andrew
Gregory, Ben Everard, and Mike
Saunders – believed that “passionate
communities deserve passionate
magazines,” and that’s what Linux
Voice has delivered to the Linux and
Free Software communities. Since April
2014, Linux Voice contributors have

